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Abstract
Cryopreservation uses freezing to suspend the metabolic activity of biological specimens for increased
longevity of biotic materials like gametes. Cryopreservation has been known to affect both the functionality
(performance of activities) and the viability (survival) of biological specimens during the freezing and thawing
process due to four types of damage: (1) thermal, (2) ice, (3) osmotic stress, and (4) cytotoxic. Cryoprotective
agents (CPAs) are known to reduce thermal and ice damage but cause osmotic stress and cytotoxic damage.
Osmotic stress occurs when the addition of CPAs causes a rapid expulsion of water from the cell as the
extracellular environment has become hypertonic. Cytotoxic damage occurs when a cell is exposed for too long
to CPAs that may be damaging to the cell at high temperatures, but aid in preservation at low temperatures.
The purpose of my project is to minimize osmotic stress in bovine embryos and cytotoxic damage in bovine
sperm caused by CPAs using novel algorithmically guided techniques. To minimize osmotic stress in bovine
embryos, I aim to facilitate the equilibration of embryos with cryoprotective agents isochorically (constant
volume). Isochoric cryoprotectant equilibration, requires a feedback control system that in our case will
use real-time image analysis developed in this thesis to estimate current embryo volume and then adjusts
the concentration of CPAs being administered to the system. I implemented a colour-based image analysis
software that was able to process images of bovine embryos as they were exposed to CPAs at a sub-second
rate. The sub-second processing rates include cell volume estimates that are comparable to manual cell
volume estimates. To minimize cytotoxic damage in bovine sperm, I optimized cryopreservation media
(CPM) composition to maximize post-thaw motility. The composition of CPM can contain many ingredients
that have the potential to interact and are infeasible to test only empirically. Here, I combined empirical
experiments, data-driven optimization algorithms, and machine learning to optimize the composition of
CPM. I used differential evolution and Gaussian process regression to optimize CPM composition that are on
par with commercial media after 9 iterations. During the optimization process I determined that Gaussian
process regression model was superior to artificial neural networks when predicting post-thaw motility for a
given CPM composition. By optimizing these cryopreservation processes, cellular damage can be reduced,
improving functionality and viability of gametes used in assisted reproductive technology that can be applied
across animal husbandry and biomedical fields.
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1.1 Fundamentals of Cryobiology
Cryobiology examines the effect of low temperatures on biological systems [192]. The field of study ranges
from understanding the adaptations of whole organisms in naturally occurring below-zero conditions (i.e.,
hibernation [17], cold hardiness [125], and use of anti-freeze proteins [55]) to developing techniques to preserve
cells, tissues, gametes, or whole specimens [116, 192]. Arctic ground squirrels (Urocitellus parryii) are able to
hibernate for weeks with a core body temperature that is below 0 ◦C [17]; these squirrels can survive subzero
body temperatures by supercooling [17]. Supercooling is the process where a liquid is brought below the
freezing point without ice formation, however, any extra energy input may cause ice nucleation. Plants can
survive freezing temperatures depending on the their ability to acclimate to the cold. The cold acclimation
process is initiated by exposure to low but non-freezing temperatures for an extended period of time [172].
During cold acclimation, physical and chemical changes affect the membrane [172, 179] and cryoprotectants
in the form of sugars and proteins increase in the plant [6, 169, 172]. Through cold acclimation plants can
survive between −5 ◦C to −30 ◦C, depending on the species [172]. As temperatures decrease so does the rate
of biophysical processes (i.e., metabolic rates [41], chemical reactions, and diffusion [46]), until all biophysical
processes cease [128, 201].
Cryopreservation, preservation via freezing, suspends the metabolic activity of biological samples and
allows for decades of storage, long distance transportation, and fertility treatments [57, 201]. The general
process of cryopreservation is as follows: cells are chilled to low temperatures (e.g. −80 ◦C) after the equili-
bration (when the movement of solution through the cell membrane is zero) of cryoprotective agents (CPAs)
then the cells are plunged into liquid nitrogen for storage. Finally, cells are thawed (e.g. in a water bath at
37 ◦C or in the air) before use (e.g. post-thaw motility analysis or in-vitro fertilization) [140, 192]. Samples
can be cryopreserved using “slow freezing” or “rapid freezing”. In “slow freezing”, samples are equilibrated
with low concentrations of CPAs, and then slowly cooled down to anywhere between −40 ◦C to −80 ◦C. Then
the samples are plunged into liquid nitrogen, an approach that reduces the probability of lethal intracellular
ice formation [127]. In “rapid freezing”, samples are equilibrated with a high CPA concentration and then
plunged into liquid nitrogen to freeze the sample. Cryoprotective agents are additives used to preserve the
viability and functionally during cryopreservation and thawing process [58]. Rapid freezing is the standard
method for cryopreserving oocytes and embryos [9, 100, 116], while slow freezing is the standard method for
cryopreserving sperm and many cultured cell lines [16, 68].
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Cryopreservation of sperm has challenges not present with cell or tissue cryopreservation, due to their
unique shape and function. There is inter- and intra- sperm variation and seasonal variations affect post-thaw
motility and sperm quality [16, 114]. Sperm cryopreservation requires multiple media components to preserve
mechanical functionality (ability to swim) [10, 24, 33, 180]. Some common additives are egg yolk which is used
as a membrane stabilizer [137], fructose is used as an energy source [132], and glycerol as the permeating CPA
used during cryopreservation. Many other additives (e.g. 3-O-methylglucose [27], glutathione [197], trehalose
[202]) have been investigated to improve post-thaw functionality and viability.
Cryopreservation induced cell death can be split into cell lysis, apoptosis, or necrosis. Cell lysis is when
cell membrane is abruptly compromised either by ice or osmotic response. Intracellular ice formation can
damage the cell membrane and during the cryopreservation process the cells volume can fluctuate beyond
its biophysical limit [18]. Apoptosis is programmed cell death caused by environmental and developmental
factors [28]. When apoptosis is initiated the cell ceases function by breaking down its structural components
and small cell fragments break away from the dying cell. For instance, cryopreservation can damage the
DNA in sperm [45] which does not impact fertility, however, embryos that were fertilized with DNA damaged
sperm can induce apoptosis [52]. Necrosis is pathological cell death caused by sudden and extreme trauma
(e.g. cell exposed to cytotoxic CPA [18, 97]) which results in death. Once the necrosis process has started
the cell swells until it ruptures and the intercellular constituents are released into the extracellular medium.
1.2 Assisted Reproductive Technology
Assisted reproductive technologies are the techniques used to improve or control fertility. Some procedures
include artificial insemination, in vitro fertilization, and cryopreservation of sperm, oocytes, and embryos.
Artificial insemination is the delivery of sperm directly into the cervix to increase the sperm density at the
fertilization site [136]. The first successful artificial insemination in a dog was done by Lazzaro Spallanzani
in 1784 [19, 136, 203]. The first documented artificial insemination of humans was by John Hunter in 1770
[136]. With in vitro fertilization the sperm and oocyte are incubated together for a period of time. In 1959,
Chang [32] was the first to successfully fertilize rabbit ova in vitro. The first human baby as a result of in
vitro fertilization was in 1978 [89, 168].
Cryopreservation has allowed for the genetics of elite animals to be be distributed internationally [96,
192]. In 1949, Polge et al. [144] discovered glycerol as a cryoprotectant and allowed for the successful
cryopreservation of sperm, which subsequently increased the use of artificial inseminations in the dairy and
beef industry [70]. The International Embryo Technology society reported that in 2018, industry created
1.5 million embryos worldwide and 69% of those embryos were cattle [184]. Cryopreserved embryos enhance
the genetic selection process in the cattle industry while cryopreserved sperm is widely used in artificial
insemination and in vitro fertilization [139, 192]. Artificial insemination and in vitro fertilization allow for
strategic herd management in domestic animals, as producers may select for genetic traits that maximize
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profitability [96, 115]. For instance, milk production has increased significantly between 1960 to 2010 [74, 96].
In beef cattle, being able to predict the breeding value of a sire may increase the rate of genetic change [26, 96]
which subsequently could lead to increased profitability [75, 96]. Furthermore, cryopreserved gametes can be
used for conservation purposes and genetic or even reproductive material from postmortem animals may still
be viable [20].
1.3 Issues in Reproductive Cryopreservation
The ultimate goal of cryopreservation is to freeze and thaw biological specimens while preserving both func-
tionality and viability [116, 192]. Functionality simply refers to a specimen’s ability to perform activities after
freezing at a level that is comparable to before freezing, while viability is a measure of post-thaw survival. A
measure of viability is cell membrane integrity [180]. For embryos, functionality is measured via successful
pregnancy and delivery of a live offspring [100]. Currently, cryopreserved human embryos result in a deliv-
ery rate of between 17.7% and 24.8%, while fresh embryo delivery rate is 27.8% [100]. Viability rates for
cryopreserved bovine embryos range from 36.9% to 39.4% [11]. In sperm, functionality is measured through
motility of the sperm as motility directly correlates with fertilization rates [33, 60, 72, 108, 166]. Sperm with
low motility are less likely to reach the fertilization site and fertilize an oocyte in vivo [14, 68]. Non-frozen
sperm are estimated to have a 50% motility rate, while post-thaw sperm have a reduced rate of 30% [77].
In terms of viability, 40 − 50% of sperm do not survive the freeze-thaw cycle [68, 79, 189]. The decrease in
both functionality and viability for embryos and sperm after cryopreservation affirms that the cryopreserva-
tion process is damaging to biological specimens. Currently, there are four main cryopreservation induced
factors that are known to contribute to the decrease in functionality and viability: (1) thermal damage, (2)
formation of ice crystals within the cell, (3) osmotic stress, and (4) cytotoxicity [39, 71, 92]. Each of these
will be discussed below.
Thermal damage occurs when a specimen is cooled to temperatures above 0 ◦C [15, 54, 145]. For oocytes,
thermal damage disrupts the cell membrane, the cytoskeleton, and cortical granules [4, 143, 185, 192]. Dis-
ruptions to the cortical granules and cell membrane decrease fertilization of oocytes [65, 185, 192]. For bovine
embryos, they appear morphologically normal immediately after cooling, but once returned to normother-
mic temperatures, the cell membrane can disintegrate [15]. Occurrences of thermal damage is dependent on
species, developmental stage, and whether embryos were developed in vitro or in vivo [15, 99, 145]. Thermal
damage disrupts the cell membrane of sperm during cooling [54] which is known to decrease fertilization rates
in post-thaw sperm [14, 68, 138].
While thermal damage occurs at temperatures above 0 ◦C, ice formation becomes a considerable factor
of cell damage at subzero temperatures. Ice formation can occur in both the extracellular and intracellular
space. During the freezing and thawing cycle, passing through the −15 ◦C to −60 ◦C range has the greatest
potential for damage as this is the point for extracellular ice formation [122, 138]. Ice formation occurs in the
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extracellular solution when a seed or nucleation point provides a location for ice crystals to nucleate [59, 193].
As ice formation increases, the ice may begin to form on the cell membrane. While the cell membrane initially
prevents extracellular ice from entering the cell [120, 138], intracellular ice formation begins at locations along
the cell membrane that have seeded extracellular ice formation [104]. Intracellular ice formation may damage
the cell membrane leaving the cell osmotically inactive [43, 123, 138] and ultimately result in loss of viability
of cells following post-thaw.
Osmotic stress is caused when the osmolarity of extracellular environment causes volume to change by
water loss or by water gain. For instance, osmotic stress can be caused by a hypertonic extracellular environ-
ment. Osmotic stress can result in damage to the cell membrane [101, 127] and affects cell viability post-thaw
[133, 200]. At temperatures below 0 ◦C, when water turns into ice, the salt concentration increases in the
remaining unfrozen solution, resulting in a hypertonic extracellular solution and expulsion of water from the
cell [190]. This sudden change in solute concentration, and corresponding loss of water increases osmotic
stress [190].
To protect cells against thermal, ice, and osmotic damage, cryoprotective agents (CPAs) are added to the
freezing process [54, 138]. Cryoprotective agents include both permeating and non-permeating forms that
serve various purposes. Permeating and non-permeating CPAs reduce relative ion concentration during the
freezing process, limiting osmotic stress [45, 59, 109]. Permeating CPAs pass through the cell membrane and
replace intracellular water, limiting ion concentrations as well as intracellular ice formation during freezing
[116, 154]. In sperm, permeating CPAs help stabilize the cell membrane and preserve intracellular structure
[54, 98, 165]. During the thawing process, non-permeating CPAs also prevent excessive cellular swelling [192].
While CPAs are helpful in preventing thermal, ice, and osmotic damage, they also contribute to cell
damage. When CPAs are added to the extracellular environment, the environment becomes hypertonic,
resulting in a large and rapid decrease in water volume within the cell (osmotic stress) [59, 165]. After this
initial expulsion of water, CPA diffuses into the cell until CPA equilibration occurs (the point where solute
concentration is the same both inside and outside the cell). Osmotic tolerance limits dictate a region where
cells may shrink and swell osmotically with little or no damage [23, 63], but the addition of CPAs may require
a cell to respond beyond its osmotic tolerance limits.
Further to osmotic stress, CPAs also present an additional challenge to cell functionality and viability as
CPAs are cytotoxic [88, 140]. Cryoprotective agent toxicity may kill cells in the order of seconds to minutes
depending on the concentration [39, 47, 50, 188]. The cytotoxic effects of CPAs include damage to the
cell membrane, impairment of cell and embryo development, reduced sperm motility, and damage to other
macromolecules [25, 141]. To alleviate cytotoxic effects of CPAs, a combination of different CPAs can be
used [192]. For a biological sample to be successfully cryopreserved an optimal balance of CPAs is required.
Along with the cryopreservation factors that contribute to reduced viability and functionality, different
cell types also present their own challenges. For example, oocytes have a small surface area to volume ratio,
they are more sensitive to cryopreservation injury [8, 156, 161, 176, 199] and the zona pelucida impedes
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water movement which increases the likelihood of intracellular ice formation [161]. Sperm cryopreservation is
a complex procedure that requires cryopreservation media containing both permeating and non permeating
CPAs and whist cellular damage is being accumulated at every step [27, 150, 165].
1.4 Reproductive Cryobiology In Silico
Mathematical models have been developed to predict optimal cryopreservation conditions. For example,
a two-parameter solute solvent transport model [62, 130] was developed from work done by Jacobs and
Stewart [86] and Jacobs [85]. Over the years other models have been developed to understand water and
CPA transport by Kedem and Katchalsky [91] and Mazur [119, 121]. These models relate cell membrane
permeability [86, 91, 119], cell volume [86, 91, 119], and the transition of extracellular to intracellular ice
[119]. Mullen et al. [130] used the two parameter model to determine the optimal CPA concentration,
CPA composition, and multistep CPA equilibration process in bovine oocytes. Recently, models have been
developed by Davidson et al. [40] and Benson et al. [23] to optimize the cryopreservation process such that
damage due to CPA toxicity were minimized. However, these models require estimates or measurements
of parameters including cell membrane permeability to water and CPA, the surface area of the cell, among
others before they can be used.
Some model parameters can be estimated by observing the volume response of cells in anisomotic con-
ditions. To estimate some model parameters, one possibility is to use image analysis to get cell membrane
permeability and surface area parameters, a first step is to estimate cell volume from images captured during
CPA equilibration. Manual (e.g. hand drawn) volume estimates is the standard approach [76, 105, 130, 153].
A number of samples are required in order to produce accurate estimates [51, 105, 130] due to cell to cell
variability [129, 181]. However, manual volume estimates are time intensive and prone to error [162, 167].
Recently, automated cell volume estimation tools have been developed for use [107, 124, 167]. For instance,
Mbogba et al. [124] trained, validated, and tested a machine learning approach to cell volume estimation.
Machine learning is a set of algorithms that allows for a computer to learn a set of rules or a model from a
dataset [7, 67]. A machine learning approach is immensely time consuming, as machine learning algorithms
need time to be trained and tested and the data used for this is created manually [124]. These automated
approaches have only been applied post-experiment which saves manual labour time. However, the possibility
of doing automated cell volume estimates live during the experiment has yet to be explored, most likely due
to typically long image processing times [107, 167].
1.5 Thesis Objectives
In order to increase functionality and viability of both embryos and sperm, understanding how the cryop-
reservation process influences the biophysical properties of bovine oocytes, embryos, and sperm is essential.
I used novel machine learning and mathematical models to optimize cryopreservation techniques. Given the
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complexity of factors that contribute to reductions in cell functionality and viability after cryopreservation,
I focused on the effect of CPAs through (1) osmotic stress and (2) cytotoxicity.
(1) For osmotic stress, I built tools to enable the optimization of the equilibration of CPAs such that the
process is isochoric (constant volume) for bovine oocytes and embryos in order to reduce the effect
of osmotic stress. I used numerical analysis techniques and physical manipulation of fluid delivery
systems to monitor and respond to cell volume changes of oocytes and embryos during CPA addition.
The techniques were developed to respond to each tissue that underwent CPA equilibration to achieve
optimized isochoric CPA equilibration at an individual level.
(2) For cytotoxicity, I optimized the composition of cryopreservation media (CPM; including CPAs) added
to the cryopreservation protocol of bovine sperm in order to reduce cytotoxicity and maximize post-thaw
motility. I used novel machine learning and mathematical algorithms to enhance previous approaches
to optimize freezing media composition. This approach not only optimized the media components, but
also created a new method for optimization of media composition.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
My thesis is separated into four chapters. Chapter 1: General Introduction (above) covers information
that illustrates the details of my thesis objectives. Chapter 2: Volumetric Optimization of Oocytes
and Embryos seeks to provide evidence that isochoric equilibration is possible for individual cells and tissues
through novel cryopreservation techniques to decrease osmotic stress. The results of this chapter compare the
precision of technology-determined and manual estimates of volume estimates, and underscores the necessity
of real-time volume estimation for CPA equilibration. Chapter 3: Optimization of Media for Sperm
Cryopreservation explores the application of a data driven approach to improve cryopreservation media
formulas above the industry standard. Specifically, this chapter uses machine learning algorithms to address
the nuanced media requirements needed for improved post-thaw performance in motile cells like sperm.
Chapter 4: General Discussion provides a synthesis of both data chapters and explores the future
directions and applications of this research.
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2 Volumetric Optimization of Oocytes and Embryos
2.1 Introduction
Oocytes and embryos are reproductive cells and tissues that are frequently isolated for cryopreservation.
Cryopreservation of oocytes and embryos has enabled herd management in agriculture systems [84, 116] and
assisted reproduction treatments in humans [62, 130]. The current method for cryopreserving oocytes and
embryos requires them to be equilibrated (when the movement of solution through the cell membrane is zero)
with high concentrations of cryoprotective agents (CPA) [62, 147, 161]. Cryoprotective agents stabilize the
cell’s membrane, decrease water in the cell to reduce the risk of intracellular and extracellular ice formation,
and reduce the relative concentration of ions [49, 118, 137]. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, CPA addition
is associated with osmotic stress and cytotoxicity, which must be balanced to optimize cryopreservation
outcomes.
When cells are exposed to high CPA concentrations, the cell can shrink or swell past volume limits, known
as osmotic tolerance limits [101]. Thus, the osmotic response to CPA is mechanically stressful and can cause
damage to the cell membrane [101, 191]. This osmotic stress can affect post-thaw fertility [3]. For example,
Agca et al. [3] showed that bovine oocytes exposed to high osmolarities causes a significant osmotic response
which reduces in vitro blastocyst development by roughly 50% when compared to control cells in isotonic
solution. Therefore, the CPA equilibration process must consider the osmotic response of the cell.
At least two potentially optimal methods have been proposed to optimize CPA equilibration: (1) time
optimal and (2) toxicity optimal [23, 40, 90]. The time optimal protocol loads as much CPA into a cell as fast
as possible reducing a cell’s exposure time to CPA and its cytotoxicity. This time optimal approach causes an
osmotic response in the cell where it shrinks to its lower osmotic tolerance limit due to high concentrations
of CPA outside the cell [21, 40]. The toxicity optimal protocol minimizes the cytotoxic effects of CPA during
the loading phase by slowly exposing a cell to CPA over a longer period of time. The toxicity optimal
protocol causes the cell to swell to its upper osmotic tolerance limit as the low concentration of CPA causes
a hypotonic environment [39]. As both of these methods require the cell to reach its osmotic tolerance limits,
the cell undergoes increased osmotic stress.
Due to the increased osmotic stress of the current optimization protocols that focus on cytotoxcity, a more
optimal approach could balance cytotoxicity and osmotic stress together. To minimize osmotic stress, it is
common to use a multistep method for adding or removing CPA until equilibration is reached [23, 187]. The
incremental increase of CPA concentration lowers the osmotic stress [64, 102] by limiting excessive volume
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changes in the cell which is known as the volumetric optimal approach [101]. Levin and Miller [102] and
Levin [101] demonstrated this theoretically that by actively controlling both permeating and nonpermeating
solute concentrations in the extracellular media, an isochoric (constant volume) CPA equilibration approach
could be achieved. They proposed that the changes to extracellular CPA concentrations should induce an
exchange of water volume and permeating CPA volume in a 1:1 ratio for a single isolated cell, such that
osmotic stress is reduced and a constant volume is maintained [102]. By equilibrating oocytes and embryos
using the volumetric optimal approach, the functionality and viability of post-thaw tissues may improve.
Previously, it has been theorized that this volumetric optimal, or isochoric, approach could be applied
empirically [101]; however, the difficulties of predicting extracellular CPA concentrations as a function of cell
volume have restricted the implementation. Moreover, the concentration dependence of membrane permeabil-
ities is not understood for more then a handful of cells [94]. Finally, there is cell to cell variation in osmotic
response [95]. Therefore, both precise control of extracellular CPA concentrations and real-time volume
estimation are required. Microfluidic devices allow for precise control of extracellular CPA concentrations
[76, 106].
Microfluidic devices handle and analyze fluids at a micrometer scale [78], allowing for more acute control
of solution tonicity and accurate modeling of the cell’s osmotic response [106]. These devices have been used
in cryopreservation in the past. For example, Heo et al. [76] used a microfluidic device that equilibrated
cells with CPA such that the volume change was < 10% over 10 minutes. Their study was able to control
extracellular CPA concentration, but it was not formally coupled with the response in cell volume.
Real-time estimates of cell volume during CPA equilibration creates a baseline volume estimate of the
cell before equilibration begins as well as records volume changes as CPA is introduced to the system. These
estimates can then be used to adjust CPA concentrations to restrict volume changes. These estimates are
calculated from images captured during the CPA equilibration process.
Implementation of this approach is challenging. To wit, manual and machine learning volume estimates
are time intensive and prone to error [124, 153, 167]. For example, the model by Sadanandan et al. [159]
took 6 seconds to process a single image. While one image is being processed, CPA continues to be added at
a rate that induces an osmotic response in a hypertonic/hypotonic environment resulting in osmotic stress.
Therefore, the possibility of successful feedback control of CPA equilibration is reduced. In contrast, active
contour methods can be used for real-time image analysis, which is essential for volumetric optimization of
CPA equilibration and avoids osmotic stress. The level-set method is a simple and flexible active contour
method [103, 195] that segments an image (separates the foreground from the background) by expanding or
contracting a level-set. A level-set simply defines a boundary within a contour plot or image that has the
same pixel intensity value (Figure 2.1).
The level-set method has been successfully used to segment the corpus luteum in bovine ovarian ultrasound
images to within 1-2 mm [157]. Furthermore, it has been effective in segmenting objects in real-time as their
location changes in the image [69, 164, 171]. Gulyanon et al. [69] showed that objects can continue to be
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Level-set segmentation draws contour line(s) around all the pixels with a given greyscale
value. Figure 2.1a shows greyscale values of Figure 2.1b on the vertical axis and a contour has been
drawn around all pixels with a greyscale value of 200. The user sees Figure 2.1b with the contour line
separating foreground pixels (inside the contour) from background (outside contour).
segmented after an obstruction of view occurred. The flexibility of the level-set method could allow for
improved and speedy image analysis and volume estimation in oocytes and embryos which may facilitate the
development of a volumetric optimal approach.
2.1.1 Objectives
The purpose of this study was to use experimental and computational techniques to minimize osmotic stress in
bovine oocytes and embryos during CPA equilibration using the volumetric optimal approach. This approach
may balance the osmotic tolerance consequences of the time- and toxicity optimal approaches [22, 40, 90, 111]
to improve post-thaw functionality and viability of bovine reproductive tissues. I had two central objectives:
(1) to design a microfluidic device to provide controlled flow of CPA and (2) to modify standard image
analysis techniques for implementation in real-time to estimate cell volume.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Bovine Oocytes and Embryos
Ovaries from domestic cattle were sourced from an abattoir. The ovaries were transported to Semex (Quebec,
Canada) in warm (36− 38 ◦C) phosphate-buffered solution (PBS) in a thermos flask within 3 hours of culling.
Technicians at Semex extracted ovarian follicles (3− 8 mm in diameter) with a 19-gauge needle and placed
them under a microscope with a 20x objective lens. They selected cumulus-oocyte-complexes in tertiary stage
follicles (Figure 2.2a) to be cultured to the mature oocyte stage. They washed the cumulus-oocyte-complexes
twice and cultured them in groups of 20 − 30 for 18 − 22 hours at 38.5 ◦C. The culture medium contained
HEPES modified tissue culture medium 199 supplemented with 10% FBS, 10 IU/mL pregnant mare serum
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gonadotrophin , 5 IU/mL human chorionic gonadotrophin (PG600, Intervet, Milton Keynes, UK), 0.2 mM
pyruvate, and antibiotics. Some oocytes had cumulus cells removed mechanically using a 122 − 124 µm
denuding pipette (Vitrolife) and were shipped to the University of Saskatchewan in an incubator (MicroQ)
maintained at 38.5 ◦C. Other oocytes underwent in-vitro fertilization to become embryos. The fertilized ova
were incubated for 18 hours. The early zygotes were washed and placed in embryo development medium.
On Day 4, the embryos in early morula stage (Figure 2.2b) were placed in a 15 mL tube and shipped to
University of Saskatchewan in the same method as for oocytes. Upon arrival, I washed the oocytes and
embryos with Oocyte Wash medium (Boviteq) in preparation for trials using the image analysis software.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: A tertiary stage follicle (a) with the cumulus-oocyte-complex circled in white and a day
4 morula embryo (b).
2.2.2 Microfluidic Device
I created a microfluidic device (Figure 2.3) to maintain isochoric conditions for oocytes and embryos during
CPA equilibration. I designed the microfluidic device in SketchUp 2017 and used 3D printing (MakerBot
Replicator 2X) to generate prototypes and the final design. Solutions A, B, and O (outlet) were connected
to individual syringe pumps, and the flow rates (R) RA + RB + RO = 0. To capture the osmotic response
in embryos, I filled syringe A with saline (0.35x PBS) and syringe B with CPA (30% DMSO in 0.35x PBS).
The prepared embryo was suspended in 1X PBS and held with a glass pipette tip (Sunlight Medical) via
vacuum in the viewing stage of the device. The small volume of the viewing stage enabled the entire system
to equilibrate to new CPA concentrations in approximately t = Vtotal/(RA + RB) seconds, where Vtotal is
the volume of the channel leading to the viewing stage. As solution A and B were perfused into the viewing
stage, I captured and analyzed the embryo’s osmotic response using my image capture software (2.2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Microfluidic device designed in SketchUp 2017 has two inputs and one output. Solutions
pass through a mixing region before entering the viewing stage where an oocyte or embryo is held with
a glass pipette tip. The bottom of the device has a glass slide attached while the top is exposed.
2.2.3 Microscopy and Image Capture Software
I used a Nikon Eclipse TE-3000 Inverted Florescence Microscope with 40x objective lens to capture phase
contrast and bright field images of the oocytes and embryos. I mounted a Motic 2 Megapixel camera to the
microscope for image collection. Motic provides proprietary imaging software that records video and captures
images at predefined intervals for post-trial analysis. However, as I performed real-time image analysis of
cellular response to CPA addition, I created image capture software that was concurrent with the trial. I
used the software development kit provided by Motic which includes functions that communicate directly
with the camera. The software captures high-resolution (1600× 1200) colour images up to 10 frames/second
allowing for real-time image analysis.
2.2.4 Image Analysis Software
I built image analysis software to estimate the volume of the oocytes and embryos following the addition of
CPA. I executed the image analysis software on two computers (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1: Specifications for computers used for image analysis.
Computer 1 Computer 2
OS Pop OS 20.04 LTS Raspberry Pi OS
CPU Intel CoreTM i7-8750H Broadcom BCM 2711
RAM (GB) 16 4
GPU NVIDIA Quadro P1000 Mobile NA
Preliminary trials using other image segmentation methods yielded subpar segmentation results for bovine
oocytes. Initial image segmentation attempts using adaptive thresholding and watershed methods were ap-
plied to grayscale bovine oocyte images. These segmentation methods yielded subpar results, as thresholding
captured the oocyte along with a majority of the background and watershed captured could not distinguish
the oocyte boundary due to low contrast between the boundary and background. The active contour ap-
proach built into MATLAB (Version 2019a, Mathworks, USA) showed the most promising results at the
beginning of the dataset. However, the contour eventually drifted away from boundary causing segmentation
accuracy to rapidly decrease. Thus, I decided to use the level-set method, a type of active contour approach,
based on the performance of the Matlab algorithm, its simplicity, and ease at which it can be generalized to
segment multiple samples simultaneously.
I used an approximated level-set method (ALSM) to define the edge of the oocyte or embryo from which
the volume can be determined. I implemented ALSM with two different speed functions: (1) grayscale [164]
and (2) colour-based [183]. Both approaches are based on the algorithm (Algorithm 1) in Shi and Karl [164].
Algorithm 1 The general structure of the ALSM algorithm based on Shi and Karl [164].
compute F̂






First, the algorithm computed F̂ . F̂ is an approximated speed function that defined all the edges in
the image by calculating relative change in intensity between pixels. I used an approximated speed function
because traditional level-set required solving a partial differential equation which is computationally expensive
and not feasible for real-time image analysis of high-resolution colour images.
For the grayscale ALSM, I created a prototype in MATLAB (Version R2019a, Mathworks,USA) using
test images of immature primate follicles before implementation on bovine oocytes. I debugged and verified
the prototype, then I reimplemented the software in C/C++ for speed, portability, and linkage with the
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image capture software.
For the colour-based ALSM, I used a colour tensor (matrix of partial derivatives of the image) outlined
by Van de Weijer and Gevers [183]. Let A be the colour tensor
A =





where I is the colour image and Ix and Iy represents the partial derivative of image with respect to the
horizontal (x) or vertical (y) direction. In a colour image (I), three channels that represent the primary
colours (red (R), green (G), and blue (B)) are combined to produce all colours in electronic images. I
substituted the R, G, and B channels of I into A, where the colour tensor became
A =
 R2x +G2x +B2x RxRy +GxGy +BxBy












































where max(λ1 + λ2) is the maximum intensity of colour shift between pixels and the square root is based on
the Prewitt edge detection algorithm [148].
Because F̂ defines all edge features of an image, there are extraneous edges found in the images of oocytes.
For example, not only is the cell boundary defined, but intracellular organelles are defined as well. I defined
an initial boundary for the level-set in a small region around the oocyte. I then initiated functions (Algorithm
2 - Algorithm 5) to define the actual boundary by adding and removing pixels one at a time based on their
criteria.
I let φ̂ = φ̂(x) denote the approximated level-set with integer values {3, 1,−1,−3} as follows
φ̂(x) =

3, if x is a background pixel
1, if x ∈ Lout
−1, if x ∈ Lin
−3, if x is a foreground pixel
(2.6)
where Lin and Lout denote matrices containing pixel locations on the interior and exterior of the level-set,
respectively. The switch in() function (Algorithm 2) moves pixels x from Lout to Lin if F̂ (x) > F̂ and adds
neighbouring pixels N(x) to Lout via the four connect method (Figure 2.4).
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Algorithm 2 The switch in() function moves pixels x from Lout to Lin and neighbouring pixels N(x) are
added to Lout via the four connect method (Figure 2.4).
for x in Lout do
if F̂ (x) > F̂ then
Add x to Lin
Set φ̂(x) = −1
Remove x from Lout
Add N(x) points to Lin if φ̂(x) ≡ −3
end if
end for
Algorithm 3 The remove redundant in() function removes pixels x from Lin if the level-set values in the
neighbourhood N(x) are all the same
for x in Lin do
if N(x) == -1 then
Set φ̂(x) = 3
Remove x from Lin
end if
end for
Algorithm 4 The switch out() function moves pixels x from Lin to Lout and neighbouring pixels N(x) are
added to Lin via the four connect method (Figure 2.4).
for x in Lin do
if F̂ (x) <
¯̂
F then
Add x to Lout
Set φ̂(x) = 1
Remove x from Lin
Add N(x) points to Lout if φ̂(x) ≡ 3
end if
end for
Algorithm 5 The remove redundant out() function removes pixels x from Lout if the level-set values in the
neighbourhood N(x) are all the same
for x in Lout do
if all N(x) == 1 then
Set φ̂(x) = −3




Figure 2.4: 4-connect method for finding neighbouring pixels, where X represents a pixel and the
red region is the pixel of interest.
The remove redundant in() function (Algorithm 3) removes pixels x from Lin if the level-set values in
the neighbourhood N(x) are all the same. The switch out() function (Algorithm 4) removes pixels x from
Lin to Lout if F̂ (x) < F̂ and adds neighbouring pixels N(x) to Lout via the four connect method. The
remove redundant out() function (Algorithm 5) removes pixels x from Lout if the level-set values in the
neighbourhood N(x) are all the same. In summary, I segmented the image with ALSM by expanding and
contracting a contour, φ̂, one pixel at a time around the oocyte. Following successful implementation in
oocytes, I transitioned to embryos which are a more complex tissue.
To estimate the volume of the embryo as it underwent osmotic response in real-time, I fitted the contour
with an ellipse to smooth the boundary using the fit ellipse function in OpenCV [30]. I estimated the volume
of an embryo in three ways: (1) elliptical, (2) spherical, and (3) approximated sphere. For calculating elliptical
volume, I used the formula 43π(minor axis)
2 ∗ (major axis). For calculating spherical volume, I approximated




. For calculating the approximated sphere, I counted all foreground pixels including the
contour boundary as the area of a circle, calculated the radius, and applied it to the spherical volume formula.
For manual volume estimates, I used ImageJ to draw and measure an ellipse over the embryo. For each image,
a new ellipse was drawn and measured. The volume was estimated using the spherical volume approach.
2.2.5 Statistical Analysis
To test the accuracy of ALSM segmentation I compared it against manual segmentation following Mbogba
et al. [124]. I randomly selected 3 images from 10 samples (n = 30) using a random number generator in
Python. I segmented each image manually and with ALSM to create paired data. To estimate the error in
embryo area, I calculated the Dice Coefficient [31, 124]. The Dice Coefficient is a ratio of the intersection
between manually and ALSM segmented foreground pixels over the total foreground pixels in both manual
and ALSM segmentation [124]. Dice Coefficient values range from 0 to 1, with 0 meaning there is no
overlap and 1 meaning there is perfect overlap. To estimate the error in embryo boundary segmentation,
I calculated the Hausdorff distance and average absolute distance [124]. The Hausdorff distance estimates
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the maximum Euclidean distance between the pixels in the boundary segmented manually and with ALSM
[124]. This measures the absolute worst discrepancy between the boundary, a smaller value indicates better
agreement between ALSM and manual segmentation [112]. I calculated the average absolute distance for
the entire boundary of the embryo [124]. The average absolute distance estimates the average Euclidean
distance between the pixels in the boundary segmented manually and with ALSM. This measures average
discrepancy between the two boundaries, a smaller value indicates better agreement between ALSM and
manual segmentation [112]. I calculated the Dice Coefficient, Hausdorff distance, and average absolute
distance in C++ with the OpenCV library [30]. Means and standard deviation are reported for all values
unless otherwise specified.
I used the Kruskal-Wallis test to compare between the three methods (elliptical, spherical, and approxi-
mated sphere) of estimating volume against manual volume estimation. I then used the post-hoc Dunn test
to compare pairwise relationships between all volume estimates and determined which method best approxi-
mated manual volume estimation. Results were considered significant if p < 0.05. I used the Fisheries Stock
Analysis package [135] in R (version 3.6.3, [152]) to perform the Kruskal-Wallis test and post-hoc Dunn test.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Image Analysis Software
Primate Follicles
I validated the grayscale approximated level-set method (ALSM) prototype on colour images of immature
primate follicles provided by Ting and Zilinski (Figure 2.5). Segmentation time ranged from 5 – 10 seconds
depending on number, size, and location of the follicles.
Bovine Oocytes
When using the grayscale algorithm for oocytes, the boundary of the oocyte and the image background were
too similar for proper segmentation (Figure 2.6a and 2.6b). The colour-based algorithm reduced segmentation
time to subsecond rates and improved segmentation accuracy (Figure 2.6c). Smoothing the contour by fitting
an ellipse provided the best fit to the true cell boundary (Figure 2.6d).
Bovine Embryos
Embryos had better segmentation capabilities and contrast with the background compared to the oocyte
stage (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.5: Immature primate follicle exposed to 0.5x PBS at 4 ◦C, segmented (red) with approxi-




Figure 2.6: Image segmentation developmental stages with colour images of a bovine oocyte exposed
to 30% DMSO in 1x PBS. Results of the initial algorithm show in (b). In (c), the mask (red square)
was added and speed function was updated from grayscale to colour. The updated speed function
shows significantly better segmentation accuracy compared to the grayscale speed function. In (d), an
ellipse is fitted to the level-set shown in (c) and the parameters of this ellipse are used to estimate the
volume of the oocyte.
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Figure 2.7: Bovine embryo at morula stage exposed to 0.35x PBS and 30% DMSO in 0.35x PBS.
Red ring corresponds to segmentation boundary found by fitting an ellipse to the level-set.
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The image analysis software segmented images at a rate of 2 frames per second using computer 1 and
0.5 frames per second using computer 2 (Table 2.2). These results corresponded with an average mask
(square region around oocyte in Figure 2.6c) of 700x700 pixels. The segmentation time included running
ALSM, estimating the volume, displaying analyzed images, and writing data to disk. Manual segmentation
on average can be done at a rate of 1 frame every 30 seconds. The ALSM was able to accurately find the
area and boundary of the embryos with a mean Dice Coefficient of 0.95 ± 0.03, mean Hausdorff distance of
19.00 ± 22.15 pixels, and average absolute distance was 2.98 ± 8.56 pixels. Through camera calibration, the
pixel to µm conversion rate for the Hausdorff distance and average absolute distance yielded 5.80 ± 6.76 µm
and 0.91 ± 2.61 µm respectively (Table 2.3). The post-hoc Dunn test revealed that elliptical and spherical
volumes were the same as manual volume estimates (elliptical: Z = −0.98, p = 0.33 ; spherical: Z = 0.54,
p = 0.59, Figure 2.8). Elliptical volume estimates were the same as spherical volume estimates (Z = −0.44,
p = 0.66). There was a difference between the approximated sphere volume and manual volume estimates
(Z = −7.19, p < 0.01).
Table 2.2: Frame rates achieved for each computers used for image analysis.
Computer 1 Computer 2
OS Pop OS 20.04 LTS Raspberry Pi OS
CPU Intel CoreTM i7-8750H Broadcom BCM 2711
RAM (GB) 16 4
GPU NVIDIA Quadro P1000 Mobile NA
FPS 2 0.5
Table 2.3: Comparison results for image segmentation metrics (mean ± standard deviation).
Embryo Dice Coefficient Hausdorff Distance Average Absolute Distance
1 0.98 ± 0.01 8.00 ± 3.61 2.5 ± 3.05
2 0.93 ± 0.03 24.43 ± 8.17 5.58 ± 9.22
3 0.98 ± 0.00 3.33 ± 1.16 0.08 ± 0.40
4 0.95 ± 0.06 35.00 ± 47.63 4.69 ± 15.38
5 0.96 ± 0.00 14.08 ± 8.05 2.96 ± 6.24
6 0.95 ± 0.03 6.87 ± 3.20 0.19 ± 0.73
7 0.95 ± 0.01 14.21 ± 13.12 5.23 ± 7.77
8 0.90 ± 0.06 53.77 ± 36.17 4.70 ± 14.26
9 0.97 ± 0.00 10.33 ± 3.22 0.49 ± 1.86
10 0.96 ± 0.01 20.00 ± 1.00 3.45 ± 5.88
Average 0.95 ± 0.03 19.00 ± 22.15 2.98 ± 8.56
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Figure 2.8: Manual, elliptical, spherical, and approximated sphere volume estimates for randomly
selected bovine embryos images (N=30). The orange line is the median value, the box represents 50%
and the whiskers represent 99.3% of the data.
2.4 Discussion
I sought to create a novel process of real-time image analysis to track the osmotic response of bovine oocytes
and embryos during CPA equilibration to reduce osmotic stress. First, I designed a microfluidic device that
provided controlled flow of CPA to cells. Second, I modified standard image analysis techniques to analyze
colour images in real-time and estimate cell volume. The method I developed advances previous image
analysis techniques while creating a novel image analysis system.
My results were focused on using embryos as oocytes are more difficult to cryopreserve. Oocytes are more
susceptible to damage during cryopreservation than embryos, some of the contributing factors are: species,
developmental stage, origins and significant difference in the cell membrane [147, 182]. Fertilization allows the
membrane of an embryo to have better CPA equilibration capabilities and increases osmotic tolerance limits
compared to an oocyte, increasing the survivability of cryopreserved embryos [34, 147]. In the future, specific
adjustments to address issues specific to oocytes may provide equally promising results to both oocytes and
embryos.
The microfluidic device allowed for controlled flow rate directed over the cell. This ensured that new
homogeneous media was constantly being delivered to the cell. This follows the design of other microfluidic
designs where fresh media constantly passed over the sample area [76, 106, 153, 158]. My microfluidic device
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had an open top design which allowed for cells to be suctioned onto a holding pipette and positioned directly
in front of the fresh media inlet. The open top design allowed for easy fabrication via 3D printing. Using a
holding pipette would theoretically facilitate a more uniform flow of media across the entire surface of the cell
as there are no obstructions around the cell, promoting uniform diffusion of CPA across the cell membrane
and consequently uniform osmotic response. Other microfludic devices that have been designed to trap cells
may have different fluid flow rates around the cell [76, 82, 153]. This may cause non-uniform diffusion of
CPA across the cell membrane, which may cause non-uniform osmotic response and aspherical shrinkage.
Furthermore, fluid dynamic models can be used to simulate solute concentrations throughout time, allowing
for more accurate CPA concentrations to be perfused to the cell [82, 106, 158].
My image analysis software analyzes high resolution colour images in real-time. This was made possible
by using a mask (the red square in Figure 2.6c) and a colour based edge function. Other approaches that
track objects using the level-set methods have required a difference image [171] or rescaled images [69]. A
difference image is when the current frame is subtracted from a reference background image to find an object’s
boundary. The background image needs to updated over time to maintain an accurate representation of the
boundary [171]. Rescaling describes the up- or downscaling of an image’s dimensions, which can cause loss
of details in the image. My approach avoids both of these issues by finding the tissue boundary directly from
the image and masking the image around the tissue. No detail is lost through masking, while maintaining
the same speed benefits of rescaling. Image masking also allows for multiple cell or tissue tracking in the
future as masking does not affect the original image and each cell or tissue in the image can be masked
individually. Unlike with manual segmentation methods my approach saves time and is highly reproducible.
Manual segmentation has been known to be both time consuming and error prone [157, 159]. It took me 30
seconds to segment a single image. As I drew a new ellipse for each image, this contributed to the higher
per image segmentation time. Time savings are especially important as monitoring CPA equilibration can be
done in 15 minutes [76]. For instance, if a cell was being equilibrated with CPA and an image was captured
every second, there would be 900 images to analyze over the span of 15 minutes. The manual method would
take roughly 10 hours, where as, with my ALSM software it would only take 7.5 minutes.
The approximated level-set method with a colour edge detector showed good segmentation performance.
The Hausdorff distance with an average 5.80 µm deviation is small relative to the size of an embryo which
has a diameter between 150 to 190 µm including the zona pellucida which had a thickness of 12 to 15 µm [29].
The average absolute distance with an average of 0.91 µm would amount to an average volume estimate error
of 0.75 µm3. Furthermore, the Dice coefficient showed good overlap between manual and ALSM embryo
segmentation (Table 2.3) and is in the range of other approaches [124, 194]. Therefore, my method had
comparable results to manual segmentation, with fast, accurate, and reproducible results.
By estimating the cell volume during the CPA equilibration, it may be possible to quantify the osmotic
stress accumulated by the cell. This is similar to the work Benson et al. [24], who used a toxicity cost
function to represent cumulative cell damage due to CPA toxicity. Furthermore, in several trials Dr. Bhat
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(post-doctoral fellow) observed that oocytes appeared to stop responding osmotically after 2 or 3 shrink
swell cycles. This new observation suggests that a number of new hypotheses can be explored with this new
approach.
Real-time image analysis is the first step to obtaining a volumetric optimized cryopreservation approach.
In order to exchange water and CPA at a 1:1 ratio as proposed by Levin and Miller [102], extracellular
CPA concentrations must be coupled with cell volume. The adjustment to extracellular CPA concentration
can be done using feedback control, specifically a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller. Outside
of cryobiology, PID controllers have been successfully used to perfuse drugs in live animals [113]. Mage et
al. [113] demonstrated that PID controller could compensate for individual variation, was able to maintain
target concentrations over 95% of the time, and can be applied to a wide range of animals. This implies that
a volumetric approach using a PID controller could equilibrate cells or tissues with CPA without any prior
experimentation and that individual variations in membrane biophysics would be automatically compensated
for. This is possible as the PID controller computes error, the difference between the cell or tissue’s current
volume (using ALSM) and isotonic volume (also using ALSM), which is then used to determine, increase or
decrease, extracellular CPA concentration in order to maintain an isochoric state.
Therefore, the next step for obtaining a volumetric optimized approach is to implement a PID controller,
while coupling it with my microfluidic device and image analysis software. A volumetric optimization ap-
proach has potential as an empirical process, and the goal of reducing osmotic stress and cytotoxicity for
oocyte and embryo cryopreservation may be achieved.
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3 Optimization of Media for Sperm Cryopreservation
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Media Optimization
While volumetric optimization (Chapter 2) is a reasonable approach for improving the cryopreservation
process for increased functionality and viability of oocytes and embryos as they are non-motile and easily
observed for image capture and analysis, sperm require a different approach due to their motility. Instead,
I will focus on optimizing the composition of cryopreservation media (CPM) to increase the functionality
of post-thaw sperm. Sperm cryopreservation was first successfully performed when glycerol was used as a
permeating cryoprotectant (CPA) [144]. Following this success, optimization of the sperm cryopreservation
process was done empirically, leading to the use of egg yolk to protect sperm from thermal damage and
increasing post-thaw survival [137, 192].
Sperm cryopreservation still has many challenges. In general, 40 − 50% of sperm do not survive the
cryopreservation process even with optimized protocols [16, 24, 189]. There is inter and intra bull sperm
variation that lead to variation in post-thaw parameters, such as post-thaw motility [16]. Seasonal variations
have an effect sperm quality [114]. Individual genetics contribute to the heterogeneity of sperm as they
impact sperm morphology [16, 117]. These are only some of the many factors that have an effect sperm
parameters. Recent empirical studies showed that pre-freeze motility of greater than 70% corresponded with
post-thaw motility rates between 50 to 68%, depending on the cryopreservation media used, species, sample,
donor, and many other factors [16, 27, 92].
Conventional cryopreservation of cultured cells can be done using very few ingredients such as a buffer
which maintains the pH and salinity for the cell, and a permeating CPA such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
[2, 146]. Permeating and non-permeating CPA provide physical and chemical protection to sperm during the
cooling, freezing, and thawing process [16, 180]. However, sperm cryopreservation requires multiple media
components as the mechanical functionality of sperm must be preserved (Table 3.1) [10, 24, 33, 180].
Along with the extensive list of components needed for proper freezing of sperm, there are complex
interactions between media components and freezing protocol [33, 44, 196]. For example, certain CPAs
become less toxic as temperatures decrease, thus introducing a high concentration of CPA may be done
at subzero temperatures to avoid toxicity [25, 192]. Pollock et al. [146] determined that optimal CPA
concentration interacts with optimal cooling rates. Depending on the cell being cryopreserved, they found
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Table 3.1: The media components used by Chaveiro et al. [33] to explore the influence of salt-based
and sugar-based (tris versus sucrose) freezing media on sperm post-thaw viability. Table redrawn from
[33] to contain only a single media composition.
Media components Mode of action
Tris Base media








Egg yolk Membrane stabilizer
the optimal CPM composition and corresponding cooling rate for various cultured cell types (Jurkat and





Figure 3.1: Optimization strategies applied to a hypothetical model dependent on trehalose and
glycerol: (a) One-variable at a time, (b) factorial, and (c) gradient. The green dot represents a
starting location, the black dots are sampling points, and the red square is the optimal. The one-
variable at a time method is an iterative optimization approach that finds the optima in one variable
while holding all others constant. The factorial method samples points in a grid and selects the best
result as the optimal. The gradient approach uses the sample point results to suggest the direction of
the optimal.
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To explore these interactions and find the optimal composition of CPM, there are three classical approaches
that have been used: (1) one-variable at a time, (2) factorial, and (3) gradient (Figure 3.1). The one-variable
at a time strategy finds the optimal value for each variable in the experimental design iteratively [13, 61]. For
example, Chaveiro et al. [33] improved the freezing protocol for bovine sperm by optimizing the components
of the freezing media, then explored the effects of cooling rate at different steps in the protocol. However, this
experimental design can be very resource intensive as the number of experiments increase exponentially with
the number of factors [13, 61]. Furthermore, variable interactions are not considered with this experimental
design [61].
The factorial strategy involves testing all combinations of design variables then selecting the best resulting
combination as the optimal. For instance, Dong et al. [44] used a four-way factorial design to explore
interactions between pre-cooling rates (bring sample temperature to 4 ◦C for CPA equilibration), CPA,
cooling (decrease temperature from 4 ◦C to −80 ◦C), and thawing rates for sperm cryopreservation in rhesus
monkeys (Macaca mulatta). They used a four-way factorial design: CPA (4 levels), pre-cooling rates (2
levels), cooling rates (4 levels), and thawing rates (2 levels). This led to 64 conditions (4 × 2 × 4 × 2) that
were tested in triplicates. Then, to test all conditions 1-3 sperm samples per monkey were divided into 192
freezing straws, for a total of 192 straws per monkey. Given the large number of samples required for a full
factorial design, this approach is both time and resource intensive. The factorial strategy is also limited in
the number of levels that can be tested for each factor, which restricts the experiment to a smaller field of
possible trials.
Gradient strategies aim to find the optimum by observing the rate of change in the response variable as
the experimental variables change [134]. The optimum is assumed to be reached when this rate of change
stops. In this case, post-thaw motility of sperm is the response variable, while the components of CPM are
the experimental variables. For the gradient strategy, local response variable data is required a priori. The
rate of change can be approximated or a continuous, differentiable, and smooth model can be fitted from a
priori data (e.g. a quadratic model) [42, 110]. For example, a quadratic polynomial model is a continuous,
differentiable, and smooth model as it does not have any abrupt changes in the response value and the rate
of change can be estimated everywhere. Then, the maximum or minimum can be found by determining when
the rate of change in the response variable is zero [42]. Determining optima and validating using the gradient
strategy is most easily achieved when the theoretical model is continuous and differentiable, for example, a
response surface.
Response surface methodology is a popular method for optimizing multivariate problems [42, 110], and
has recently found its way into cryobiology [73, 153]. Response surface methodology uses statistical and
mathematical techniques to fit the response variable of interest, y, to the experimental design parameters,
x1, . . . , xn as follows,
y = f(x1, . . . , xn) + ε, (3.1)
where f is the response function to approximate and ε represents random variability not included in the
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response function [131]. Han et al. [73] used response surface methodology to increase viability of freeze-
dried bacteria by finding the optimal CPM composition. However, this method proved to be as time and
resource intensive as the factorial optimization strategy.
Therefore, as classical optimization strategies (one-variable at a time, factorial, and gradient) are limited
for the optimization of freezing media, here I used a modified version of the gradient strategy to construct
a differentiable function. Then, I used novel machine learning techniques coupled with an optimization
algorithm to guide the selection of optimal cryopreservation media to increase post-thaw motility in bovine
sperm.
3.1.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning is a set of algorithms that allows for a computer to learn a set of rules or a model from
a dataset [7, 67]. Machine learning improves its operation over time as the algorithm gains experience and
tunes the predictions to improve model performance. Machine learning has been used directly in media
optimization [13, 42]. For example, Ba and Boyacyi [13] and Desai et al. [42] used artificial neural networks,
a type of machine learning model, to compare against traditional models used in chemical reaction kinetics
and media optimization respectively. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are a“black-box” model, where the
input and output are observable and the inner works are unknown (Figure 3.2) [131]. For example, Desai et
al. [42] ANN had four inputs: sucrose, yeast extract, K2HPO4, and MgSO4 and one output, yield. Artificial
neural networks are able to approximate explicit models (e.g. second-order polynomial) without specifying
the model a priori [13, 83]. This means that assumptions such as: the model should be linear, the variable
interactions should be quadratic, or the model should be exponential do not need to be specified before




Figure 3.2: Format of an artificial neural network (a) with 3 input nodes, referred to as neurons, 4
neurons in the hidden layer and 1 output neuron. The weight parameters w1 and w2 are real numbers
and are optimized during training. Values in the hidden layer are calculated (b) via a weighted sum,
then passed to an activation function that determines the value of the node in the hidden layer. Figure
redrawn from Angermueller et al. [7].
A second type of machine learning, Gaussian process regression (GPR), has been used in optimization
tasks [126]. The Gaussian process regression is built on a Gaussian process, which is a collection of random
variables such that the collection has a joint Gaussian distribution [155]. Morschett et al. [126] used GPR
to analyze and visualize the nonlinear relationship between media composition and lipid productivity. With
the GPR model Morschett et al. designed further experiments to locate the optimal media composition [126].
After training the GPR they required 4 more rounds of testing to determine the optimal media composition
[126].
As machine learning is a relatively new technique, the application of multiple methods should be explored.
Although ANN and GPR have been used in media composition optimization, it has yet to be determined
how these two machine learning options may perform in contrast when optimizing media composition.
3.1.3 Differential Evolution
Differential evolution (DE) is an iterative data-driven optimization algorithm that is based on biological
evolution mechanisms [149]. Differential evolution directly compares a starting population to a mutated
population and selects the best individuals within both populations based on fitness for the next iteration
[149]. The process is iterated until the fitness of the population converges, for instance, the same best
member in a population is observed over multiple generations or when the generational average plateaus
[142, 146, 149]. Iterative data-driven optimization methods have been used to optimize media composition
[146]. Pollock et al. [146] were the first to apply DE to optimize media composition and cooling rate of
cultured Jurkat (white blood) cells and mesenchymal stem cells. The results showed that two cell types had
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different optimal cryopreservation protocols and media compositions [146]. As Pollock et al. [146] used DE to
optimize cryopreservation media compositions and protocols in two different cell types, it suggests that DE
is a suitable strategy for sperm cryopreservation optimization given that sperm response to cryopreservation
is known to vary both between and within bulls [80, 117].
3.1.4 Objectives
The purpose of this study was to use a novel, data-driven optimization technique to optimize post-thaw
motility in bovine sperm. I had two central objectives:
1. As machine learning is a relatively new technique to optimize cryopreservation protocols, to determine
which of two methods (artificial neural networks and Gaussian process regression) offered more precise
estimation of theoretical post-thaw motility
2. Once the preferred machine learning method had been determined, to couple theoretical and empirical
testing to optimize cryopreservation media composition for improved post-thaw motility in bovine
sperm.
3.2 Methods
The process to optimize CPM composition for improved sperm motility following cryopreservation is a com-
plicated approach that involves theoretical modeling and empirical testing. Although each section is written
separately, it should be understood that each section is integrated into the overall process and occurs con-
currently. A figure has been included to illustrate the process (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of optimization approach.
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3.2.1 Empirical Testing
For each empirical test of CPM composition, semen was collected from 4 bulls that were randomly chosen
from a larger herd (>100 bulls). Semen was collected by artificial vagina from Holstein bulls at Semex (Que-
bec, Canada). Before any processing, the sperm quality was assessed for volume, colour, and contamination
of urine and blood. The semen was held in a water bath at 34 ◦C while the sperm concentration, initial
percentage of motile sperm, and percentage of non-normal morphology were estimated. Sperm concentration
was estimated by optical density using a calibrated spectrophotometer. The percentage of motile sperm and
non-normal morphology was estimated at 34 ◦C by subjectively examining several fields of diluted semen
projected on a television monitor connected to a microscope. Concentrations of at least 1× 109 sperm/mL,
motility of at least 70% and maximum non-normal morphology of 10% were considered acceptable for ex-
perimentation. Each sample from each bull was divided into 4, as 4 experimental CPM compositions were
tested concurrently. There were no replicates of sampling within bulls for each CPM composition.
For each experimental CPM composition, the semen was diluted to a concentration of 1× 108 sperm/mL
using CPM, where the proposed media components investigated are listed in Table 3.2. Following the addition
of CPM, semen was loaded into 0.25 mL straws. The straws were sealed, and the semen was frozen within
24 hours. The straws were cooled at approximately −15 ◦C/min from 6 ◦C to −100 ◦C. Then the straws
were transferred to a liquid nitrogen tank and stored until thawed.
Table 3.2: List of components used in the cryopreservation media and initial concentration ranges.
All cryopreservation media contained water, a component dependant on the concentrations of other
components.
Component Mode of Action Initial Concentrations Citation
Tris Base media 0− 50% [118]
Egg yolk Membrane stabilizer 0− 20% [118, 137]
Milk Membrane stabilizer 0− 15% [5]
Fructose Energy source 0− 1.25% [5]
Glycerol Permeating cryoprotectant 0− 7% [12]
Ethelene Glycol Permeating cryoprotectant 7− 9% [170]
Trehalose Non-permeating cryoprotectant 0− 100 mM [35, 38]
Cholesterol Loaded
Cyclodextrin
Membrane stabilizer 0.5− 1 mgml [151]
Glutathoine Enzymatic antioxidant property 0.5 mM [81, 163, 197]
Melatonin Antioxidant 2− 3 mM [10]
Nerve Growth Factor Growth factor 0− 0.5 mgml [160]
Once thawed, computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA), which uses image analysis, measured post-thaw
motility in the sperm samples [175]. The estimations provided by CASA are considered as reliable as manual
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methods [175]. This process was repeated on 4 bulls to test 4 additional experimental CPM compositions.
The 8 compositions together were considered 1 generation of the optimization model (Figure 3.3). Each
sample was also processed with commercial media to serve as a control against the empirical tests.
3.2.2 Theoretical Testing
To answer my first objective, I used two machine learning methods that can be trained using supervised
learning: artificial neural networks (ANN) and Gaussian process regression (GPR). I created both ANN
and GPR models in Python using TensorFlow and Scikit-Learn modules respectively. I used K-fold cross
validation to train and test the machine learning models. I partitioned the dataset that contained data from
all 9 generations (n = 327) 10 fold, with 9 partitions used as training data and the remaining partition used
as testing data (Figure 3.4) [48].
Figure 3.4: 10-fold cross validation partitioning a dataset into training (blue) and testing (orange)
datasets.
I trained the ANN using a back-propagation routine [7, 198]. I introduced the experimental data to the
ANN, where it predicted the output. I then compared the predicted output to the experimental output with
an error function that produced an error estimate. The error estimate was propagated backwards through
the ANN and modified the connections between the nodes to improve the model. I considered the ANN
trained when the mean squared error (MSE) for a given function was minimized. The optimal ANN was
obtained by modifying the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each hidden layer (Figure
3.2a). I used a factorial search with the number of hidden layers and number of nodes per hidden layer as
factors to find the optimal ANN, the one with the lowest MSE [53, 83]. I used the formula by Feng and
Yang [53] to determine the number of nodes per layer. The number of hidden layers ranged between 1 to 3
and the number of neurons per hidden layer ranged between 4 to 18. As the number of hidden layers and
neurons increase, so does model complexity [7]. An ANN that is too complex could result in overfitting [7].
Overfitting occurs when an ANN has high prediction accuracy with training data and low prediction accuracy
with testing data. That is, an overfit model would produce inaccurate post-thaw motility predictions and
I accounted for overfitting through regularization. Just as for ANN, I trained the GPR model using the
experimental data and predicted post-thaw motility. The GPR was fitted using all default values provided
by Scikit-Learn. The GPR model was trained using maximum likelihood estimation.
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Both models will predict the post-thaw motility for CPM compositions in the testing subset. Then the
experimental post-thaw motility from the same dataset along with the corresponding predictions were used
to calculate MSE. The lower the MSE, the better the prediction. I used the average MSE from the testing
dataset generated by 10-fold cross validation to compare ANN to GPR. As new experimental data became
available, I used it to continuously improve the predictions of post-thaw motility.
3.2.3 Differential Evolution
To optimize the composition of CPM that were tested theoretically and empirically, I used differential
evolution (DE). The algorithm for DE starts with x a real valued matrix, with elements of the form
x(CPM Component,CPM Number). Generation 0, consisted of eight CPM compositions that were gen-
erated using the initial concentrations listed in Table 3.2. Beginning with generation 0, denoted as x0, I
mutated x0 to create x̂0 by the following rule,
x̂(i, j) =
x(a, j) +K (x(b, j)− x(c, j)) , if η > CRx(i, j), otherwise (3.2)
where η ∼ N(0, 1) is a random number drawn from the Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1,
a, b, c are random integers in the interval [1,Number of components in CPM], K ∈ [0, 1] is a scaling factor.
The crossover rate, CR allows for previous results to propagate to the next generation. In order to begin
the DE algorithm, eight initial CPM composition were provided to Semex to serve as generation 0. I then
propagated eight mutated compositions, generation 0.5 (Figure 3.3). Both sets of eight were tested empirically
at Semex. I compared the sixteen motility results from the CASA report and chose the eight compositions
that performed best in the experiment (generation 1).
From here I used an iterative approach from generation 1 to generation n to achieve an optimized CPM
composition using a combination of empirical and theoretical tests (Figure 3.3). I used DE to create an
additional eight compositions. I then used machine learning (Section 3.2.2) to determine the theoretical
fitness (motility) of these eight compositions. I used these theoretical fitness results to guide DE by selecting
mutated CPM compositions that were predicted to have a higher post-thaw motility then the original CPM
compositions. I repeated the process of determining theoretical motility to guide additional sets of CPM
composition until a large dataset was created. From this, I determined the eight best compositions (generation
1.5) of CPM for sperm motility. These eight theoretical CPM compositions were tested empirically at Semex.
I compared the motility of the empirical results from the CASA report to the theoretical generation 1 and
selected the eight CPM compositions that performed best to become generation 2. I then repeated this
process for 9 generations until the post-thaw motility from one generation to the next was within a tolerance
of 10−1, referred to as convergence. Until enough data was gathered to produce an acceptable machine
learning model, a uniform random number generator was coupled to the DE algorithm to predict optimal
CPM compositions. Specifically, the uniform random number generator was used to predicted the fitness of
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each CPM compositions produced by DE, only mutated CPM compositions with higher fitness were kept.
When the machine learning model matched the experimental data at an acceptable level, I coupled the model
at generation 6 with the DE algorithm to predict optimal CPM compositions.
3.2.4 Statistical Analysis
I completed all statistical analysis in R (version 3.6.3, [152]) using the FSA: Fisheries Stock Analysis package
[135]. To test the predictive ability of the machine learning models, I used Kruskal-Wallis test to compare
experimental results, commercial results, ANN predictions, and GPR predictions. I used generation 9 for the
comparison (n = 32). I then used a post-hoc Dunn test to test pairwise relationships between all four datasets
and determine whether ANN or GPR best approximated the response surface generated by the experimental
results. To test for convergence of the DE algorithm I used Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the experimental
results from generations 7, 8, and 9 (n = 96). Comparisons were considered significant for p < 0.05. Means
and standard deviation were reported for all values unless otherwise specified.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Optimal Theoretical Model
I used 328 cryopreservation media post-thaw motility pairs to train and test the machine learning algorithms.
All artificial neural networks (ANN) had 12 input neurons and 1 output neuron. The first ANN had 12
neurons (one for each input), one hidden layer, and had an average MSE of 390. The ANN with the lowest
average MSE had 10 neurons per hidden layer, 2 hidden layers, and an average MSE of 373 (Figure 3.5). The
Gaussian process regression (GPR) had an average MSE of 745 on the testing dataset. The ANN has less
prediction error then the GPR.
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Figure 3.5: Exploring the relationship between the number of hidden layers and the number of nodes
per hidden layer. From 10-fold cross validation, the artificial neural network with the lowest average
MSE of 373 had 2 hidden layers and 10 neurons per hidden layer.
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The median values for the ANN predictions, GPR predictions, experimental, and commercial results were
(41.93±3.52)%, (54.85±6.26)%, (54.47±17.37)% , and (67.10±13.38%) respectively. There was a statistical
difference detected between ANN predictions, GPR predictions, experimental results, and commercial results
(χ2 = 36.20, df = 3, p < 0.01). The post-hoc Dunn test revealed GPR predictions and experimental results
were not different (Z = −0.03,p = 0.96). No difference was found between GPR predictions and commercial
results (Z = 1.37,p = 0.17). However, there was a difference between the ANN predictions and experimental
results (Z = −4.32,p < 0.01), as well as, commercial results (Z = −5.57,p < 0.01). A difference was found
between ANN predictions and GPR predictions (Z = −4.34,p < 0.01). Thus, GPR better approximated the
post-thaw motility response surface compared to ANN (Figure 3.6).
Figure 3.6: Post-thaw motility predictions from artificial neural network and Gaussian process re-
gression and experimental and commercial results from generation 9. The MSE the artificial neural
network was 373 and 745 for the Gaussian process regression. Dots are individual bull post-thaw motil-
ity values. The orange line is the median value, the box represents 50% and the whiskers represent
99.3% of the data.
3.3.2 Optimal Media Composition
The mean post-thaw motility from generation 1 to 6 increased from (26.54±20.3)% to (43.40±16.49)% based
solely on differential evolution. After coupling differential evolution with GPR the mean post-thaw motility
increased from (51.42± 6.97)% at generation 7 to (53.14± 17.37)% at generation 9. The coupled algorithm
was able to reduce the number of CPM compositions that produced suboptimal post-thaw motility (Figure
3.7).
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The median post-thaw motility for generations 7, 8, and 9 were 52.57%, 55.99%, and 54.47% respectively.
The convergence testing between generations 7, 8, and 9 indicated that there were no differences between
the three generations and the algorithm is approaching a set optimal CPM compositions (χ2 = 1.73, df = 2,
p = 0.42). Furthermore, sperm cryopreserved in experimental media had the same post-thaw motility as
sperm cryopreserved in commercial media (Z = 1.40,p = 0.16, Figure 3.6). A comparison of media from
generation 9 to commercial medium (Figure 3.8) showed media trials 65 to 68 had mean post-thaw motility
that was (31 ± 21)% below commercial and media trials 69 to 72 had mean post-thaw motility that was
(13± 22)% above commercial.
Figure 3.7: The post-thaw motility of sperm cryopreserved with media generated by differential
evolution before coupling with Gaussian process regression at generation 6 and after coupling Gaussian
process regression at generation 7. The orange line is the median value, the box represents 50% and
the whiskers represent 99.3% of the data.
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Figure 3.8: Direct comparison of media generated by differential evolution to commercial medium
for media from generation 9 to commercial media. The ratio of experimental post-thaw motility over
commercial post-thaw motility represents post-thaw motility gain or loss depending on the media
composition. The orange line is the median value, the box represents 50% and the whiskers represent
99.3% of the data.
3.4 Discussion
I sought to optimize post-thaw motility in bovine sperm through a novel data-driven approach. First, I deter-
mined that GPR performed better then ANN for predicting empirical results. Second, the cryopreservation
media composition optimized through data-driven algorithms performed at a level comparable to traditional
commercial media. The method I developed advances previous techniques, while also creating an entirely
novel system for cryopreservation optimization.
3.4.1 Optimal Theoretical Model
My first objective was to determine which machine learning model (artificial neural networks and Gaussian
process regression) offered more precise estimation of theoretical post-thaw motility. Overall, the ANN had
reduced error compared to the GPR and therefore had more precise theoretical estimates of post-that motility.
Upon comparison to the empirical results the post-thaw motility, the GPR out-performed the ANN.
The reason that ANN may have underperformed compared to GPR is due to increased variability. For
example, two studies have shown that artificial neural networks appear to be most successful when the
variability in the data was smaller [13, 42]. In both of these studies the variability of the data was smaller.
The variability in my data comes from the random sampling of bulls for each CPM trial to account for the
inter and intra bull sample variation [16, 36, 60, 117], as genetic differences cause large variations in sperm
morphology between and within individuals [117, 173]. Seasonal fluctuations also influence sperm freezing
capabilities [114]. Therefore, individual genetics and season variation are some factors that cause post-thaw
motility to be less precise [16, 80, 114]. There is a trade off between precision and accuracy that is made
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when finding the optimal theoretical model.
The amount of variation within the biological system being modeled should be a factor in finding the
optimal model. With ANN being more precise, biological systems with high inter and intra sample variation
may indicate using models that are more accurate and factor variation into their predictions. For instance,
cultured Jurkat cells or mesenchymal stem cells are considerably more homogeneous than sperm samples
from multiple donors; an example of a biological system with less variability and experimental results are
reproducible [142, 146]. I hypothesize that in a homogeneous biological system ANN would be superior to
GPR.
3.4.2 Optimal Media Composition
My second objective was to couple the optimal theoretical model and empirical testing to optimize cryop-
reservation media composition for improved post-thaw motility in bovine sperm. I successfully coupled a
Gaussian process regression and differential evolution to optimize the cryopreservation media composition by
producing media that was comparable to traditional commercial media. The post-thaw motility in sperm cry-
opreserved in the optimized media were similar to commercial media. It took 72 trials over 9 generations using
my methodology to generate media that was comparable to commercial, where as, a traditional approach,
such as central composite design would have required at least 178 trials [61]. Moreover, my methodology has
many advantages that traditional methods do not: (1) adaptation to new samples, (2) ability to add/subtract
ingredients easily, (3) specify for “bad” freezers.
Traditional sperm cryopreservation media optimization often does not account for sample variation. Many
studies apply an exhaustive search for the optimal CPM composition to the same sample population [12, 33,
170]. The optimal media that emerges is then optimized for the animals used in that study and same level of
performance may differ on a different set of animals. With my methodology, only media that had high post-
thaw motility move on for further validation. This approach eliminates the need to test every candidate media
on the all available bulls which would be both time and resource intensive. Furthermore, my methodology is
a general optimization approach that accounts for interactions of all components simultaneously, therefore it
can be applied to other species, as well as, optimizing other types of media.
During the optimization process, one of the generated media compositions contained zero fructose. Fruc-
tose is often found in bull sperm cryopreservation media [16, 33, 92, 98] and is used as an energy source
for the sperm post-thaw [5, 177]. The fructose free media still produced post-thaw motility that was still
good. To my knowledge, it is unknown if trehalose can be used as an energy source for bovine sperm. Dif-
ferential evolution is able to reduce the number of media components during the optimization. During the
mutation/cross over stage, there is a chance that a component could be set to zero. If removing a component
produces favourable results, in this case, good post-thaw motility, then it will persist into future generations.
Being able to reduce unnecessary or redundant media components is essential, especially when optimization
media with a large number of components.
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Regardless of pre-freeze sperm parameters some sperm samples will freeze better than others [173]. Sperm
donors can be classified as good or bad freezers depending on the sperm samples’ ability to survive freezing
with minimal cryopreservation damage [16]. Sperm samples that had high post-thaw motility cryopreserved
with commercial media had similar results when cryopreserved with media generated by DE. However, some
sperm frozen with commercial media had post-thaw motility around 40%, where as post-thaw motility in-
creased to 50 - 60% when cryopreserved using media generated by DE (Figure 3.6). This would suggest that
the media generated by DE is providing additional aid or protection to the sperm when being cryopreserved.
A 10% increase in post-thaw motility could turn potential rejected sperm samples into accepted samples
[37, 186]. Moreover, using my methodology optimized media can be created for just bad freezers. To do this,
only sperm samples from bad freezers are needed and the algorithm will optimize the media for post-thaw
motility.
Differential evolution and the inter and intra sperm sample variation does not guarantee improvement at
each generation. Mean post-thaw motility from generations 1 - 4 increased each generation. However, from
generation 4 to generation 5 the mean post-thaw motility decreased, then it improved at generation 6. This
could have been caused by the new experimental media, the bulls selected simply performed poorly with the
experimental media, or both. To wit, in generation 9 the variance had increased due to poor performance on
half of the experimental media and a single bull with poor post-thaw motility. This may suggests that inter
bull variation plays a larger part in the increased variance, as well as variations in media compositions.
Convergence indicates differential evolution is approaching an optimal, meaning generational improvement
will begin to plateau. After coupling GPR and DE at generation 6 it took two more generations before the
algorithm began to converge. At generation 8 (Figure 3.7) the algorithm the post-thaw motility began to
plateau. The convergence rate of 2 - 4 generations has been previously reported [83, 142, 146]. As such a few
more generations where average post-thaw motility has not improved significantly will be required to ensure
that the algorithm has converged to a set of optimal cryopreservation media candidates. Once the algorithm
has converged the optimal media candidates that had the highest post-thaw motility can be selected for
further testing.
From these results the overall optimization could be adopted by industry for improving cryopreservation
media composition and post-thaw motility of sperm. The media generated through this approach has results
matching commercial media that has been highly optimized already. Future adaptions are promising and
should be considered for other cell types and species.
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4 General Discussion
4.1 Overall Significance of Research
Cryopreservation of genetic material and tissues has provided immense benefits, however, functionality and
viability are reduced in tissues following the cryopreservation process. Towards improving post-thaw function-
ality and viability, I implemented tools that optimized the cryopreservation of bovine gametes and embryos,
through reducing osmotic stress and cytotoxicity. For osmotic stress, I built tools to enable the optimization
of the equilibration of CPAs such that the process is isochoric (constant volume) for bovine oocytes and
embryos in order to reduce the effect of osmotic stress. I used numerical analysis techniques and physical
manipulation of fluid delivery systems to monitor and respond to cell volume changes of oocytes and em-
bryos during CPA addition. The techniques were developed to respond to each tissue that underwent CPA
equilibration to facilitate optimized isochoric CPA equilibration at an individual sample level. The final
microfluidic device successfully controlled delivery of CPAs and the approximated level-set method estimated
cell volume as accurately as manual estimation.
For cytotoxicity, I optimized the composition of cryopreservation media (CPM; including CPAs) added
to the cryopreservation protocol of bovine sperm in order to reduce cytotoxicity and maximize post-thaw
motility. I used novel machine learning and mathematical algorithms to enhance previous approaches to
optimize freezing media composition. This approach not only optimized the media components, but also
created a new method for optimization of media composition. During the optimization process, I discovered
that the Gaussian process regression model was ideal for predicting post-thaw motility of sperm cryopreserved
with media generated by differential evolution. I was able to generate cryopreservation media over several
months that performed similarly to industrial cryopreservation media, media which had been optimized over
decades. These tools are the first steps towards improving post-thaw functionality and viability for new, less
developed systems, as well as, improving on existing systems of assisted reproductive technology.
4.2 Limitations
I identified several limitations that may have affected the results of my research: (1) boundary leakage, (2)
sample size, (3) limited optimization metrics, and (4) model used in data generation. In the image analysis of
oocytes and embryos, the colour-based algorithm used edge information to find the tissue boundary which is
susceptible to boundary leaking. Boundary leaking is when edges at the object boundary have low contrast or
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there are gaps in the boundary causing the contour to leak out. This causes poor segmentation performance,
which can be seen in the Hausdorff distance as the fitted ellipse was larger then the embryo itself. Boundary
leaking provides an explanation for the variation seen in the Hausdorff distance. To address boundary leakage,
the edge-based boundary detector should be replaced with a region-based boundary detector [157, 194] or
region-based information should be combined with the edge-based information [174]. Region-based boundary
detectors define the object boundary using the region statistical information (e.g. colour and texture). As
such, the region-based information effectively makes low contrast boundaries irrelevant when computing the
object boundary. This also makes region-based information less susceptible to image noise when finding the
object boundary. Combining region and edge information together provides accurate and robust segmentation
against low contrast boundary and image noise [174]. The edge-based information can be used to move the
contour to the object boundary and region-based can control contour contraction or expansion [174]. The
region and edge-based approach combines ease of edge-based algorithms with the
Small sample size was a limitation for the media optimization process. The comparison between my media
and commercial media at generation 9 was on a small number of bulls (n = 6). The results provide strong
evidence to undergo large scale trials, but at present no single cryopreservation medium can be selected as the
optimal cryopreservation medium. The small sample size (8 trials per generation) impacts variation in media
compositions. As the differential evolution algorithm converged so did the Gaussian process regression model.
In particular, the trained model could discourage exploration of media compositions that are predicted to
have low post-thaw motility. Even though my process has produced media that is comparable to commercial,
it is possible that media compositions that surpass commercial could have been missed.
I used post-thaw motility as a measure of success for varying cryopreservation media protocols as it was an
easy and inexpensive approach to evaluating post-thaw fertility. It also incorporates post-thaw functionality
and viability together into one metric [60, 166]. However, using motility alone as a metric for measuring
post-thaw viability and functionality may not provide a full picture of optimizing cryopreservation protocol.
Gliozzi et al. [66] and Kumaresan et al. [93] showed that incorporating other kinetic factors (e.g. straight line
velocity or ratio of sperm swimming linearly versus not linearly) should be accounted for when predicting
post-thaw fertility. A better optimization metric could be a combination of kinetic factors including post-thaw
motility.
As GPR was involved in data generation after generation 6, this may have biased the comparison between
ANN, GPR, and experimental results towards GPR. From generation 1 to 6 both models were being trained
on unbiased data, as DE used a pseudorandom number generator to select CPM trials. This random selection
process would allow for an unbiased comparison between the models. However, from generation 7 on wards
GPR was used to select CPM trials. Therefore, when the GPR model was updated with new experimen-
tal results, the adjustments to the previously approximated mean and covariance could have been small.
Whereas, updating the ANN could have led to large changes in the approximated model. Furthermore, ANN
and GPR were trained using all data from generations but only compared using generation 9, this also could
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have skewed the comparison between ANN, GPR, and experimental results towards GPR. Instead of using
post-thaw motility predictions on data from the training dataset, a new generation of CPM trials, generation
10, and its corresponding post-thaw motility data would be required. Then a comparison between ANN and
GPR post-thaw motility predictions and experimental post-thaw motility would demonstrate which machine
learning model offers a more precise estimation of theoretical post-thaw motility.
4.3 Future Directions
The tools that I have implemented were designed to reduce cytotoxicity and osmotic stress of cryopreserved
bovine gametes and embryos. These tools can be used to tailor cryopreservation protocols at the individual
level. As there is cell to cell variability in osmotic response [95], using the volumetric optimal approach
adjusts CPA concentrations to changes in cell volume dynamically. Using this type of approach would not
only minimize osmotic stress, but it would also eliminate the need to find cell membrane parameters. The
volumetric approach uses cell volume estimates as input to the feedback control system, estimates of cell
membrane parameters is encapsulated by the feedback control system. The media optimization approach
can also be used to create cryopreservation media optimized for each individual. Individual cryopreservation
media and post-thaw motility data pairs would be used to train the Gaussian process regression model. Then
the differential evolution process would propose media that maximized post-thaw motility based on predic-
tions from the model. Then sperm from the individual would be cryopreserved using new proposed media
and the resulting post-thaw motility data would be used to update the individual-based model. Furthermore,
the volumetric optimal approach and the media optimization approach could be combined to minimize both
cytotoxicity and osmotic stress simultaneously.
Optimization of the cryopreservation protocol also needs to include cooling rates. The volumetric opti-
mal approach would be able to dynamically compensate for changes in temperatures as CPA concentrations
are dependent on cell volumes and adding cooling rate to the media optimization algorithm is as simple as
adding it as a variable. In particular, coupling the volumetric optimal approach with a controlled rate freezer
could allow for a fully automated liquidus tracking. Liquidus tracking is when a sample is frozen without
ice formation due to high concentration of CPA. Cryopreotective agents are added incrementally such that
as the temperature drops the CPA concentration matches the melting point of ice, this ensures that no
ice is nucleated during the cryopreservation process while introducing high concentration of CPA at a low
enough temperature that minimizes CPA toxicity. Optimal media composition is effected by cooling rates
[146] and cell membrane parameters are also temperature dependent [1]. Including cooling rates as input
to the media optimization algorithm is a simple process. By modifying data from existing cryopreservation
protocols by taking the cryopreservation media composition and appending cooling rates at the end, creating
a new dataset that can be used as input for the media optimization algorithm. This could improve post-thaw
viability and functionality of new, less developed and well developed systems.
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The optimization of new, less developed systems include cryopreservation of genetic materials from endan-
gered species. An important consideration is maintaining genetic biodiversity for conservation purposes. For
instance, cryopreserved gametes of endangered species can be used for captive breeding [56]. Captive breeding
is a conservation approach that breeds animals in a controlled environment. Both of my tools can be applied
to optimized gamete cryopreservation for endangered species. As oocytes and embryos be cryopreserved using
the volumetric approach and the cryopreservation media optimized using the media optimization approach.
Furthermore, cryopreserved somatic cells (any cell in the body except for reproductive cells, e.g. blood) hold
enough genetic information where a genetic rescue program (e.g. cloning) can be used to save endangered
species [178]. Therefore, the cryopreservation of somatic cells can optimized using the volumetric approach
to equilibrate cells with CPAs and media optimization to create the optimal cryopreservation media.
4.4 Broader Relevance
My methodology can easily be adapted to optimizing the cryopreservation of other species. Optimizing the
cryopreservation protocols for human gametes and embryos could be developed using both tools concurrently
to improve post-thaw functionality and viability for people who want or require gamete or embryo cryop-
reservation. For oocytes and embryos combining the volumetric optimal approach and media optimization
approach would minimize osmotic stress and cytotoxicity simultaneously. While human sperm cryopreserva-
tion would be optimized using the media optimization algorithm.
Cryopreservation protocols for tissues and organs could also be optimized. Tissue slices could be mon-
itored using my image analysis software and media could be iteratively refined over time using the media
optimization algorithm. As my media optimization approach does not restrict the number of components that
can be simultaneously optimized, once an optimized media has been discovered, interactions between com-
ponents could then be explored further. To optimize organ cryopreservation, the cryopreservation protocol
(e.g. CPA concentration, cooling rate, and warming rate) could be used as input into the media optimiza-
tion algorithm. Post-thaw viability and functionality results would be used to build a organ-based machine
learning model. Then organs are cryopreserved and the protocol is iterative optimized until a cryopresrvation
protocol emerges with a organ that is viable and functional post-thaw.
Simple modifications could allow the image analysis software to do simple object detection, such as when
a new object enters a frame. My media optimization approach can also be deployed to optimize problem in
other industries. Plastic injection molding process has multiple parameters to optimize and a similar approach
has been shown to be successful [83, 198]. The chemistry of hard magnetic alloys have been optimized using
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